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Regardless of your age, financial situation, and familiarity with technology, you probably

noticed the Internet's alarming growth and power. People are spending more and more

time scrolling through apps, searching everything they need to know on Google, and

getting hold of any required information with a simple click on a button. This not only

changed people's relationships with each other, but it changed how we do our most

mundane tasks, such as shopping. 

Before, consumers relied on mouth-to-mouth marketing to know if a company was good.

The opinion of their families and friends about a brand was seen as the ultimate truth and

an influential factor when deciding which brand to buy from. When it came to marketing,

investing in TV and radio as tools for advertisement was the optimal choice. This has

changed. 

Introduction



With the growth of social media, people started to follow two behaviors: Taking the opinion of

strangers into consideration when buying and making the majority of their shopping online. 

 Data from Forbes says that mobile commerce can grow 68% by 2022, and as time passes,

more people will rely solely on online sites and platforms to buy whatever they need. 

This means that when creating a new brand, having an online presence is not only beneficial but

mandatory. If your target audience can't find you online, they won't buy from you. Not to

mention, mobile commerce offers a long list of benefits for new businesses and startups,

especially when it comes to investing. Overall, having an online presence is considerably

cheaper than having a physical store or company, which pushed many startups to work primally

online. Even those with physical spaces are still pushing for online growth as we're clearly

walking towards transitioning to doing most of our shopping online. 

More than 55 million consumers own a smartphone in the U.K alone, and almost 80% of these

people have purchased something using their phones. Thus, making your brand mobile-friendly

has become a need for success, and one of the strategies that can help with the task is called

Digital Marketing. In this guide, you'll learn how to start working with Digital Marketing to grow

your brand's online presence, attract more clients, and increase your conversions. Welcome! 



In today's day and age, when people have a problem,

they run to the Internet to find a solution. Business, at

the end of the day, are solutions for everyday

problems. When you need clothes, you enter a store.

When you need groceries, you go to the supermarket.

Successful businesses are those able to solve a

significant problem that consumers might have, and

regardless of what your niche might be, your

potential consumer will search online for a quick and

accessible solution. When they do, your brand must

be there. 

One of the main points here is credibility. As I stated

above, online shopping shifted people's perspectives

on trust. They no longer ask for family and friends'

opinions before buying. They enter a website and

search for reviews. Regardless of your niche, you

probably also have a lot of competition. The turning

point for a potential client choosing you over your

competitor comes down to price, convenience, and

credibility. A High-quality website is a perfect start to

ensure you have all three. 
 

Part 1. Creating a
Website

Remember that one of your potential client’s primary

“pain” – something that can prevent them from buying

from you – is the fear of being scammed. A

professional-looking website with well-written

information about the brand and product will provide

legitimacy to your business. Remember that you won't

have sellers and staff pushing for the client to buy

here. Your website must do the work alone. A good

website will increase conversions by providing a

positive first impression and a sense of trust. Invest in

a professional-looking website with an objective and

easy to navigate landing page and notice your

conversion rate increasing. Then, you can attract

consumers doing the following:  

 



Once you have a website, you need to attract people to it. More and more consumers need to find

your website when they search for something on Google. However, most people don't go online

searching for a specific product. They search for a solution. For example, a search that looks like this

"How to choose the perfect credit card provider" is much more likely to happen than a search that

looks like this "[Your brand] credit card benefits." Again, people look for solutions, NOT for products.

Thus, your website might provide precisely that, a solution.

The most effective way of doing this is by using valuable digital content or Content Marketing. Here is

when companies start to reach a new level by focusing on the 80:20 rule. Think about what a physical

store can offer. People will only come inside if they have a problem and if they know that your

company provides the solution. You also don't offer any other solution or guidance; you simply offer a

product. This approach won't work in an Online setting, and that's where the 80:20 rules come into

play.

The 80:20 refers to offering your potential client 80% of relevant and valuable content about your

niche and only 20% of product advertisement. When thinking about your site, for example, the idea is

that the platform will be much more than an "online store" for your product or service, but a place

where people can go to in order to find relevant information about the problem that they are having.

This increases your client's loyalty to your brand by creating a human-human connection rather than a

buyer-product relationship.

Part 2. Attracting Traffic – Content
Planning



Example: If you're planning on opening a Gym and creating your website, you must avoid having

most of your content about the weekly or monthly membership plans you're offering because that's

not what people will search online. Posting content about fitness tips, weight loss tips, and training

tips will attract traffic to your platform. This changes your position from "You already acknowledge

the problem and knows the solution that I offer" to "Let me tell you what the problem is and how I

can fix that for you." The point is to please the audience by removing their pain and offering a

solution.

If you're posting ten different articles on your website, let eight of them be about general

information and content about your niche, and only two of them about your product. Another

example: If you have a Marketing agency, post content about the importance of having an online

presence and how it can become vital to growing a business and then offer an online marketing

course to help them achieve that. It's also crucial to remember to post quality and valuable content

that will increase your authority on the subject. Once people trust your brand, they will buy from

you. 

You must also be mindful of SEO or Search Engine Optimization. Your goal is to appear on the first

page when people search for your niche, and this will depend on how good your SEO is. This refers

to a list of "qualities" your post might have, making it more valuable to potential clients. Good

keywords, attractive headlines, short and easy-to-read sentences, use of quality images, and

copyright-free content are some of the criteria here. Plug-ins such as Yoast SEO can be added to

your website to ensure that your posts meet the requirements, increasing your chances of

appearing on the first pages of a google search. 

Part 3. Attracting Traffic – Social
Media and CTA 

Aside from having a website, social media is also a vital part of content marketing. In 2020, people

spent about three hours on average on social media every day and only about 10 minutes on search

engines such as Google, where people could find your website. Thus, the chances of potential

clients finding your social media account are much more prominent when compared to your

website. It's essential to pay attention to what social media platforms are currently at their peak. 

 Tik Tok and Instagram, for example, currently have about 1 Billion MONTHLY active users.



Thus, these platforms impose great opportunities to improve your online presence. Creating an account

is entirely free, and the content posted will be the same.  The 80:20 rule applies here too. A consumer

won’t follow your business’s social media account if you’re only posting offers every single day, but they

will follow if they feel that they can learn and gain something from doing so. The logic is simple: people

looking for weight loss solutions will follow your meal replacement brand if you’re posting weight loss

content, but they won’t if you’re just posting your shakes’ prices over and over. To increase traffic to

your social media accounts, you must be mindful of:

Branding. Visual cues show professionalism and trust. Invest in creating a logo for your brand and

choose a color palette. These trigger memory signals in potential clients, so they'll immediately

think of your brand when they see the color or logo. Think about Nike's or Adidas's logos, for

example.

Choose quality pictures to post. Instagram is a visual social media where you post images and

videos. Shaky, out of focus, and low-quality pictures will display amateurism. Beautiful photos will

also receive more likes and shares, increasing your engagement and reach.  

Make shareable content. Most social media offer the possibility for the user to share content with

their family and friends, and this is what you want. Shareable content is funny, short, relatable, and

visually appealing. Long texts and complicated language are not the best options here.

Friendly Controversy. Cliches can get you a few likes, but friendly controversial content can create

a discussion on your posts, attracting more audience and shares. The idea is for the content to

generate curiosity for the reader. This is an example: "Learn five tips for quick weight loss" versus

"Five secret weight loss tips doctors don't want you to know." One is more of the same, and the

other leaves a question mark on your head. 

Timing is key. Instagram has an option to create a "business account." By choosing that, the

platform will provide information about your audience, including the time of the day when they are

online. Post your content during these moments, and you'll receive more likes and comments. Try

also to be consistent and post on your stories every day and on your feed between three and four

times a week. 

Social media also gives you the opportunity to CTA or Call to Action triggers. These imperative quotes

push for the consumer to take action that is often buying your product or accessing your website.

"Download Here," "Buy Here," "Get Yours Now," "Click here to know more" are standard options that

can be added to your social media bio, stories, and feed posts, for example. They can also be used on

a website to push for the conclusion of a possible buy. Data from HubSpot shows CTAs can increase

your conversion rate by a whopping 121%, so it's a technique that you most definitely want to

implement. 



When it comes to business, keeping up with consumer's preferences

is the key to growth. If consumers are migrating to online shopping,

the brands must follow, or they'll be left behind. Content Marketing

can help your new brand grow rather quickly when done correctly. It's

cheaper than physical marketing strategies such as billboards and

TV ads and can be much more effective in increasing sales. Create a

website that looks professional and can be easily found on Google by

implement SEO to your posts. With that, create Social Media

accounts and feed consumers with valuable content to attract traffic.

Eventually, your authority in the niche will grow, and so will your brand

and sales. To know more Digital Marketing tips, access [Your links

here]

[Simon Hall/ KRS Digital]
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